And now for the hard part; use our skill with justice, mercy, and humility.

David Anaya Juvera  
B.A., Baylor University  
M.Div., George W. Truett Theological Seminary, Baylor University  
Hometown – Glen Rose, Texas

Thank you, Mom, and Dad, for loving me and supporting me through these past three years, even from 999 miles away. I couldn't have done it without you!

Greta Wallin Andersen  
B.A., Wittenberg University  
Hometown – Greenwood, Indiana

Thank you to my mother and father for always supporting my academic endeavors.  
"There is no justice in following unjust laws." -Aaron Swartz

Kyle Ryan Anderson  
B.S., Missouri University of Science and Technology  
M.S., Missouri University of Science and Technology  
Hometown – Topeka, Kansas

To my mom and dad, thank you for being my biggest cheerleaders and the best role models. I am the luckiest person to have both of you as my parents. To my family and friends, thank you for your unwavering support.

Savannah Elizabeth Bond  
B.B.A., Baylor University  
Hometown – Beaumont, Texas

Turns out my family was right, I DO like to argue, and now I get to make a career out of it. Thank you to my family and friends for your constant support. I couldn't have done it without y'all.

Allison Towson Brittain  
B.B.A., Texas A&M University  
Hometown – Katy, Texas

Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous. Do not be frightened, and do not be dismayed, for the Lord your God is with you wherever you go. -Joshua 1:9

Blake Michael Bryan  
B.A., Baylor University  
M.A., Liberty University  
Hometown – Thousand Oaks, California

Endless gratitude to my family for their love and unwavering support on this late law school journey. To my husband, children, and parents whose sacrifices fueled my dreams. Love to my brother and my hero, for making an impossible a reality. I cherish you all more than words can say.

Casey Michelle Cooper  
B.A., University of Texas  
M.A., Texas State University  
Hometown – Burnet, Texas

William Thomas Cronin  
B.A., University of Virginia  
Hometown – New York, New York
Sentiments of the Winter 2023-2024
Graduating Class

Officially a Baylor Lawyer and the only thing I know for sure is that I could not have been successful in this journey without the support of my incredible friends, PC partner, and parents.

Elena Maria Folgueras
B.S., University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
Hometown – Baltimore, Maryland

I am thankful to God for the friendships that he gave me at Baylor Law.

William Cole Geist
B.B.A., Texas A&M University
Hometown – Lubbock, Texas

"The law is reason free from passion." -Aristotle | Well, no offense to Aristotle, but in my three years at Baylor I have come to find that passion is a key ingredient to the study and practice of law -- and of life.

Haleigh Ann Hashem
B.A., Southern Methodist University
Hometown – Austin, Texas

As one adventure comes to an end and gives way to many more, I would like to thank my family and the boys for their support during my time at Baylor. I would also like to thank Emma for putting up with me and Practice Court at the same time. Cheers.

Canon Parker Hill
B.A., Southern Methodist University
Hometown – Plano, Texas

Colton Everett Hixson
B.A., Baylor University
Hometown – Austin, Texas

At last. I will miss everything.

Austin Andrew Imro
B.A., Duquesne University
Hometown – North Huntingdon, Pennsylvania

Christ is Lord.

Conagher Douglas Jones
B.A., University of Wyoming
Hometown – Brush, Colorado

"The harder the battle, the sweeter the victory." -Les Brown

Logan Adele Jones
B.A., University of Texas
Hometown – Bedford, Texas

I would like to thank my family and friends for all their support throughout law school.

Macie Marie Sage Jones
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Hometown – Tyler, Texas
To my wife, Jessica – your love, belief in me, and, most importantly, patience throughout the past few years made the impossible possible. And a special thanks to my mom, brother, and all my family and friends for supporting and encouraging me to make this dream a reality.

Aaron Michael Jupe  
B.A., University of Texas  
Hometown – La Vernia, Texas

Thank you, Mom, and Dad, for your confidence in me as I pursue my dreams. Thank you, friends, and family, for your patience with me during this challenging season. Today is not mine to celebrate, but all of yours. Praise God!

Reece Watson Klapper  
B.S., Texas A&M University  
Hometown – Plano, Texas

Mom, thank you for pushing me to be my best every single day. Dad, thank you for keeping me grounded. Courtney, thank you for supporting me through this process and for loving me so well. Tori, this one’s for you.

Steven Daniel Lowry  
B.A., Baylor University  
Hometown – Hot Springs, Arkansas

As we step out into legal practice, the lessons learned, and connections forged at Baylor Law will continue to guide us. Here’s to the Baylor Law community, the friendships made, and the mark it leaves on each of us. Sic’em!

McKenzie Lynn McEntyre  
B.A., Baylor University  
Hometown – Orange County, California

“Hold fast to love and justice and wait continually for your God.” Hosea 12:6

Grace Elizabeth Negem  
B.A., Baylor University  
Hometown – Tyler, Texas

Dad, thanks for being my activity buddy! Emmy, thanks for always making sure I have good aim and taking care of Wella, Riley, and me.

Drake Hunter Pew  
B.A., West Chester University  
Hometown – York, Pennsylvania

Jordan Taylor Pratt  
B.A., San Francisco State  
M.A., The Institute of World Politics  
Hometown – Santa Barbara, California

Thank you to everyone who supported me along the way, I could not have done it without you. To Mom, Dad, Hannah, all the pups, Jingle, the boys in Houston, Brendan, my classmates, our professors, the raccoons, and all those I haven’t named. Thank you, for everything you do.

Conrad Stuart Scott  
B.S., University of Houston  
Hometown – Magnolia, Texas
Sentiments of the Winter 2023-2024
Graduating Class

I am grateful for how the Lord blessed my time at Baylor Law. I gained an amazing community from this experience. Thankful to my friends and family who supported me throughout this entire process.

Edward Anthony Sotelo
B.A., Biola University
Hometown – Westlake Village, California

To my amazing family, thank you for your unwavering support for the last three years. Knowing y’all were always there helped foster confidence and passion in me to work hard and pursue my dreams without boundaries. I am so lucky to always have y’all in my corner!

Madison Rebecca Stahl
B.A., Baylor University
Hometown – Longview, Texas

“The only promise that won’t be reneged upon is death, so if you understand that, you might as well do something wonderful while you’re here.” –Maya Angelou

Rhasean Terrell Stephens
B.A., University of Texas at El Paso
M.A., University of Washington
Hometown – El Paso, Texas

To my lovely ladies - Hannah, Charlotte, and Claire - for supporting me throughout law school. I could not have done this without you all.

Mark Frederick Thomas
B.A., University of Southern California
Hometown – Palos Verdes Peninsula, California

Thank you to my family and friends who have helped me tremendously in getting me to where I am today. I could not have done it without your constant love, support, and encouragement.

Emily Lane Ullom
B.A., Texas A&M University
Hometown – Rockwall, Texas

To my parents and family, thank you for your unconditional love, care, and support throughout these past three years. I wouldn’t have made it this far without you. And to my friends, thank you for always lending a listening ear and being a source of laughter and joy.

Alicia Genell Willoughby
B.A., University of Texas
Hometown – Bastrop, Texas

To Bonnie: Thank you for encouraging me to go. You are the reason we made it through. To Ray and Andy: Thank you for being happy, silly boys; you recharged my batteries. To God: Thank you for opening all the right doors. To my family and friends: Thank you!

Riley W. Zoch
B.A., Concordia University Texas
Hometown – Giddings, Texas